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INTRODUCTION

The liberation of the city of Khost in eastern Paktia in March 1991
opened up the area both to NGOs wishing to start rehabilitation
work and to refugees wishing to return in peace to their homes. At
a joint meeting of UN and NGO agencies on 23 September 1991, a
special taskforce was established to coordinate the planning and
implementation of assistance by NGOs interested in the area. The
taskforce was called the Eastern Paktia Coordination Group.

It was funded initially for six months, at the end of which it was
decided to continue for a further three months. An Assessment
report of the coordination process, achievements and problems was
written in April 1992 by the Project Coordinator.

It has now been decided that the Coordination Group will be
dissolved at the end of June and that the focus for coordination of
activities in eastern Paktia will move to the existing ACBAR
regional coordination forum for Paktia and Pakteka provinces.

This final Coordination Status Report has one objective: to provide
updated information on ongoing and proposed projects in the area
and on issues influencing work in the area. The purpose is to
improve planning and avoid duplication and conflict. This report
should be consulted by any agency working or planning to work in
eastern Paktia.

Section VI deals specifically with the status of all known projects
by sector. Irrigation projects are not included, for reasons
explained in section VI i.

Sections III, IV and V look at three different issues which affect
the work of agencies and which should be understood by agencies
before planning work there - tribes, local and political
authorities, and mines. Section III on tribes was written by Bernt
Glatzer of DACAAR; the information for Section V on mines was
provided by Andre Millorit of the Operation Salam Demining Office.
Their contributions are greatly appreciated.

Two points should be noted in relation to the contents of this
report. Firstly, information about projects was sent to the
relevant NGOs for checking; if no response was received, it was
assumed that the information was correct. Secondly, the report
refers to nine different sub -districts of eastern Paktia; opinions
vary as to whether some should be termed districts or sub -districts
or something else altogether but for ease of reference, the term
sub -district is used throughout.



II KHOST PROFILE

A. General and geography

The information in these four paragraphs is quoted directly from
DACAAR's report A Brief Profile of Khost and a Proposal for a Joint
Approach of September 1991:

"Before the war, a German integrated rural development programme
worked for thirteen years in the area and made Khost one of the
most advanced regions in Afghanistan. Although most physical
inputs of the Germans now lie in ruins, their influence on the
human resources should not be underestimated. We [ DACAAR] found in
Khost a remarkable number of well educated and trained local
experts in engineering, agriculture, forestry and administration
who are dedicated to using their skills for reconstructing their
villages and economy and, what is as important, to returning home.

Another asset of the German development programme is the
innumerable reports and data collection on the basin of Khost.
[Agencies should note that much of this information was gathered
and collated by Bernt Glatzer of DACAAR and is now available in a
series of five files in the ACBAR Resource and Information Centre.]

Geography

The "great" district of Khost is the easternmost part of the
province of Paktia. It is separated from the rest of Paktia by
forested mountains and is under the climatic influence of the
subcontinent. Khost forms a kidney- shaped fertile basin watered by
the Shamal and Zambar rivers and their tributaries. Due to its
altitude (1,000 -1,400 metres above sea level), it has a mild
climate (mean temperature in July of 28.1 C; in January of 4.7 C)

which gives it a mediterranean appearance. It has very fertile
soils and, where irrigation is possible, high yields can be
expected. The greater part of the fields are 'lalmi' with a
sophisticated system of channelling rain and flood water on the
fields. Main winter crop is wheat; main summer crops are rice and
maize (on 'abi') and mung beans (on 'lalmi').

Before the war, the basin of Khost was subdivided into districts.
These districts nowadays are all defunct but people refer to them
as geographical units. On different maps, some districts have
different names, e.g. the district of Terezai later was renamed as
Alisher, and Yaqubi figures on older maps as Saberi or Sobari.
Sarobi and Saroti are only misspellings of the name of this
district."
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B. Population figures

February 1992.Taken from UNDP /OPS charts dated

Province Province Refugees At home Total
code name

0709 Khost 34,311 13,815 48,126
0710 Mandozai 20,720 8,342 29,062
0711 Yaqubi 17,623 7,096 24,719
0712 Alisher 11,845 9,340 21,185
0714 Tani 17,691 11,330 29,021
0715 Gorbuz 7,260 4,649 11,909
0716 Nader Shah Kot 8,551 5,476 14,027
0734 Jaji Maidan 12,146 2,891 15,037
0735 Bak 6,429 1,258 7,687

Total 136,576 64,197 200,773
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III TRIBES AND TRIBAL INFLUENCES IN EASTERN PAKTIA

by Bernt Glatzer, DACAAR

Tribes and tribal structures

Ethnically the people of Eastern Paktia are Pashtuns (alias
Pukhtuns, Pakhtuns)'. Only in Khost Town does one also meet
members of other ethnic groups of Afghanistan.

The perhaps 20 million Pashtuns are considered the largest tribal
society in the world. What does `tribal' mean? The term derives
from latin tribus (`tree'), and indeed, the Pashtuns have
structured their society like a genealogical tree: their groups
and sub -groups are like the branches and sub -branches of a tree.
Local folklore has it that all Pashtuns are great -grandchildren
of one named ancestor. However, there is no agreement about the
common grandfather's name; some name him Qais Abdurrashid, others
say he was Daru Nika or Khaled bin Walid - the great General of
the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him!). The name of their
ancestor is less important than the Pashtuns' belief of belonging
to one huge kinship group or super- family. They further believe
that their common ancestor had many sons, grandsons, great- grand-
sons and so forth, each of whom being the ancestor of one of the
innumerable branches and sub -branches or tribes and sub -tribes,
clans and sub -clans of the Pashtuns.2

The ordering principle of each tribal subgroup is identical to
that of its larger group and of that of the whole of the
Pashtuns. Pashtuns being a male- dominated society give pre-
ference to patrilineal descent; that means that it is a network
of fathers and fathers of fathers which link the individual to
the tribal or sub -tribal ancestor. However, this patrilineal
structure is not totally consistent; some tribes are also proud
of female tribal ancestors, e.g. the Ghilzay (also called
Ghalji), a famous and large tribe believe to be linked to the
rest of the Pashtuns by a maternal link: by Bibi Matu, the
daughter of Shaykh Bayt (a grandson of Qais Abdurrashid), who had
married a non -Pashtun prince of Ghor who in turn was adopted by
the Pashtun Shaykh Bayt.

2

The Pakistani -English corruption "Pathan" is to be
avoided.

There exist huge written all -Pashtun tribal genealo-
gies. The most famous is Ni'matullah's Tarikh -i Khan
Jahani wa Makhzan -i Afghani, written in the 16th Cen-
tury. A modern edition of it is that of S.M. Imam -al-
Din (same title), Dacca, Asiatic Society of Pakistan
1962 (2 vols). B. Dorn issued a translated version in
1829 under the title "History of the Afghans" (modern
reprints exist).
Another, more handy, genealogy is the "Hayat -i Afghan"
by Hayat Khan, translated to English by H. Priestley,
Lahore, 1874 (a modern reprint exists).



In principle, one has to be born into a tribe, but the pragmatic
Pashtuns allow exceptions. Through consensus of the tribe,
tribal aliens may be allowed to take residence in their area. If
that person and his family honour the code of behaviour of the
tribe, after a generation or two the newcomers may be accepted as
members. For example, the grand- or great -grandfather of Senator
Ali Jan Khan Saberi immigrated from Ghazni to Eastern Paktia and
was admitted to live among the Saberi tribe although he was not a
Saberi. During King Zaher's times, he was consecutively elected
by the people of Paktia as Senator of their province. Nowadays
the Saberi are proud to count such an important family as members
of their tribe.

A few words about terminology. People, ethnic group and tribe
are called aawm in Pashtu. This reflects the traditional notion
that ethnic groups and tribes are structured equally, i.e. by
genealogical links. Subtribe or clan in Pashtu is khel, but it
may also be called aawm because any tribal unit may be a tribe or
sub -tribe at the same time; it depends on whether it is seen to
be from the root of the tree or from above. A subtribe or sub -
clan of a khel is also a khel down to the village level. The
lowest level (or highest if we stick to the image of a tree),
i.e. a cluster of patrileneally linked families or a large
extended family, is called a koranay.

A common suffix of names of larger tribal units is -zay (e.g.
Mandozay , meaning "Son of Mando", plural form is Mandozi, or
"Sons of Mando"), and -khel for the sub- units. However, some
khels have grown to such an extent that they became large tribes
of their own, such as the Sulaimankhel (a branch of the Ghilzay).
The ending -zay in most of the cases indicates a southern or
western origin of the tribe (e.g. the Yusufzay of Swat originate
from Kandahar), whereas most of the eastern tribes lack the
typical tribal suffix, such as the Afridi, Mohmand, Zadran,
Dzadzi (Jaji), Mangal, Shinwari etc., as well as many smaller
tribes of Khost such as the Tani, Saberi, Lakan, Ghorboz etc.

Tribal influences and loyalties

After this rough outline of tribal structure and terminology, the
question arises: what does tribal organization actually mean on
the ground? How does it affect social and political
organization, decision making and security?

The tribal system is the ideological basis for equality among
Pashtuns. It says that all Pashtuns are born equal as children
of one common ancestor and that social and economic inequality,
which of course exists, is not given by nature or birth but is
individually achieved and is open to question any time, at least
as far as males are concerned.

The tribal order discourages social hierarchy, but it defines
social nearness and distance. Pashtuns use their tribal order to
mark lines of conflict and solidarity. If I see two men fighting
and A is more closely related to me than B, I have to side with
A.



From the genealogical tribal charter I can read who is closer.
Closer is the one with whom I share the nearest common ancestor.
As tribals elsewhere put it: "I against my brother, but my
brother and I together against our cousin...!"

The tribes of Paktia are divided into two opposite sections: Tor
Gund (`white faction') and Spin Gund (`black faction'). An
example: The Saberi along with the Dzadran (Jadran), Tsamkani
(Chamkani), Tani, Mandozay etc. are among the Spin Gund and are
allied against the Mangal, Ismailkhel and others (Tor Gund).
Today this dichotomy has partly been overcome, but people clearly
remember which tribe belongs to which qund. An example is the
Ismailkhel and Mandozay belonging to opposite qund but united
under one shora. However, the recent violent land dispute
between Tsamkani (Chamkani) and Mangal is between two opposing
gund and the sympathies of the Saberi lie with their qund fel-
lows, the Tsamkani.

The Tor versus Spin Gund division cannot easily be explained from
the genealogical tribal structure. There are parallels in other
parts of Asia, but history so far has not revealed the origins of
this pattern in Eastern Paktia and how it originally functioned.
Today it does not seem very important.

Tribes and land

There are localized and non -localized tribes. The Ghilzay, for
example, are scattered all over Afghanistan; thus there is no
proper Ghilzay land. On the other hand, there are areas where
Ghilzay and certain of their subtribes predominate. Other
tribes, such as the Afridi, have a clearly defined home land.
The latter is true for most of the tribes in Eastern Paktia. The
tribe's land is usually subdivided along the subdivisions of the
tribe. Thus, belonging to a tribe means having access to the
land of that tribe. There are also landless tribals, e.g. those
who have sold their inherited land to another member of their
tribe. Agricultural land is usually privately owned, but only by
members of the tribe. If a member of a tribe loses ownership of
his land, he at least retains his right to re- acquire land if he
regains the necessary financial means. In many tribes, members
have to be given preference when it comes to hiring tenants.
Tribes also have common property, e.g. steppes and forests, and
every member has an equal right to use these assets. From this
it becomes clear that defending one's tribe and one's tribal land
is equal to defending one's own security and the future of one's
family.

Tribal decision -making and power

Those tribes who inhabit a coherent area - this is the case with
the tribes in Eastern Paktia - are also able to reach and enact a
common policy and common decisions. Even where influential
persons (khan) or commanders have emerged, decisions of
importance for a whole community are reached at community
councils ( shora, or iiraa).
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According to tribal equality, every free and experienced person
of the tribe has the right to attend, to speak and to decide.
Only shoras on very high levels (i.e. provincial or all- tribal)
need a system of representation. For example, when the tribes of
Mandozay and Ismailkhel sent a joint jirga to Peshawar in order
to attract international aid, they nominated two representatives
from each sub -tribe to participate. Shoras and iirgas have
traditionally no leaders nor chairmen. They prefer to sit in
circles in order to avoid any dominant position. When the jirga
of Mandozay and Ismailkhel met with expatriate staff of DACAAR,
their speaker was the man who spoke a Western language most
fluently, but by no means had he a leading or decisive role.

Decisions are only reached through consensus. Therefore discus-
sions last until everyone is convinced or until it becomes clear
that consensus cannot be reached. Once a decision is reached at
a meeting, it is binding on every participant. Tribes
traditionally have their own militia, called arbaki: young
unmarried men who are not experienced enough to participate in
shoras /iirgas, but who are strong and loyal enough to sanction
the decisions. The classical sanction for not adhering to a
decision of a iirqa/ shora is to burn down the house of the
offender by the arbaki and in the worst case expulsion from the
tribe and the tribal land.

I have mentioned strong men, such as khan or commandan.
Sometimes tribals are proud to count many of them among their own
tribe; however, at a closer look it appears that their power is
rather limited. Apart from one notable exception in Bak, there
are no very large landholdings in eastern Paktia; hence lan-
downers cannot keep many tenants who normally would form their
reliable clients and power base. One can gain power by (a)
controlling many tenants, (b) attracting many regular guests
through lavish hospitality, (c) channelling resources from the
outside world to one's followers, (d) superior rhetoric qualities
and regular sound judgements in the shoras and jirgas, and (e)
gallantry in war and conflict. All these qualities are
transitory and have constantly to be reactivated against ever -
present competitors; otherwise one's power may vanish overnight.

From this short and perhaps over -simplified outline, it becomes
clear that, in a situation and in an area where no state exists
the tribe provides a viable and stable social and political
entity, one which can provide security and a social orientation
in an otherwise chaotic and anarchic world. Tribes and tribalism
have often been called primitive and destructive to development.
However, today in Afghanistan the tribes are the only factor of
stability on which rehabilitation can be built. In the absence
of anything like a state power which could provide peace and
justice, tribes should be invented if they did not already exist.

Dealing with tribes is not easy and can also lead to failures,
particularly if the basics of tribal structure are misunderstood:
i.e. tribes and their divisions are stable, but tribal leaders
are not.



The latter cannot build their power on the tribal structure as
such because it is egalitarian, but on ever -changing other means
such as personal qualities and outside resources. The shoras and
iirgas are also not stable in their composition. As an
institution the "Shora" or the "Jirga" is stable because it is
convened and organized again and again along the same principle.
But the individual participants, the agenda, and the size may
change every time. NGOs have complained that every time they
come to a certain area they meet another shora. So what? Do we
want to aid shoras, khans, and commanders? It is important to
find out whom these representatives represent and whom they do
not represent. It may neither be possible nor desirable to avoid
all these representatives, but at the same time it is
irresponsible to avoid close contacts with the whole population.
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IV LOCAL AND POLITICAL AUTHORITIES

A. Pre -taskforce situation and the nature of local shuras

Immediately prior to the establishment of the Eastern Paktia
Coordination Group, the political situation was described in the
following three paragraphs from DACAAR's report of September 1991
A Brief Profile of Khost and a Proposal for a Joint Approach):

"Prominent commanders such as Haqani of Hizb -e Islami (Khalis) and
others have formed a commanders' shura which restricts its power to
military and security matters and to ruling Khost city. [This
shura became known as the Security Shura within the taskforce.]

The rural districts in the hinterland of Khost are left to the
local people who have established tribal shuras ('quami shora') to
deal with matters of common concern such as rehabilitation and
repatriation.

The shuras are ideally constituted by an equal number of
representatives from each participating village, village cluster or
subtribe. The representatives are either venerated village elders
or maliks who have served already before the war as middlemen
between Government and villagers or commanders from the area in
question. Some are professional /technical people who had worked in
the Paktia Development Project before the war. Decisions in shuras
are in principle reached by consensus, never by majority vote. The
shuras are by no means stable political bodies and may easily break
up if some members feel that their own interests could better be
served by a separate shura.. The shuras would particularly break up
if the people felt that aid was being distributed .equally to the
shuras (i.e. the more shuras, the more aid) or through channels
other than shuras. The delicate balance of power between local
civilian shuras and the mujahideen /commanders' shura in Khost town
may easily break down if some agencies were to try to work through
commanders, as in other parts of Afghanistan. Such a breakdown
would most likley lead to competition for control over
rehabilitation assistance between commanders and to a dramatic
deterioration in the security situation of the region."

B. The different roles of the Security Shura and the local shuras

The structures and roles of the local and politicial authorities in
eastern Paktia have changed during the nine months of the
taskforce. They are still doing so, to the confusion of many
agencies.

According to the taskforce, the general principle for agencies
wishing to work in the area is that the local /tribal shuras
(representing the local communities) should be the first contact
point for project consultation and that the central Security Shura
of Khost should be kept informed of agency visits, plans and work
for the purpose of courtesy, information and security.



In order to investigate the lines of authority in eastern Paktia,
the Coordination Group sent a delegation to visit the area and the
Security Shura in Khost in November 1991. At that stage, the
Security Shura was made up of representatives from all seven
parties and of elders from different areas of eastern Paktia. (Bak
sub -district was not then involved because of tribal
disagreements.) It was trying to extend its influence and develop
its own authority; the delegation was asked to ensure that all
agencies kept the Security Shura informed of their plans as they
felt that they could give useful advice about local priorities and
possible areas of conflict. The need for agencies to work out
project details with the local shuras was accepted. The senior
members of the Security Shura at that time were Mohammad Akber,
Engineer Niaz Munir (usually the spokesperson), Zabit Bismillah,
Abdul Qayum Khan, Mir Badad and Alam Gui.

In February, the Coordination Group sent a second delegation to the
Security Shura to present the overall plans of the agencies.
Changes were already taking place by then and instead of meeting
the Security Shura, the delegation met representatives of a newly
formed working committee who were discussing plans for the
development of the Security Shura into a wider administrative body.
At a joint meeting on 12 March in Peshawar of the Coordination
Group, Security Shura representatives and tribal representatives,
the tribal elders explained that they were working towards setting
up an administrative body repesenting all shuras, tribes and
commanders.

Since then it has also emerged that they intend to set up special
committees for different issues. One such committee - currently
termed a 'technical committee' or 'rehabilitation committee' -

would have a particular mandate to liaise with NGOs and UN agencies
and to 'monitor' their projects. No futher details have yet been
presented to the Coordination Group to suggest that this committee
is operational; however, various messages received from the
Security Shura clearly reflected their desire to be actively
involved in the monitoring process. This led to special
discussions within the Coordination Group in May to decide how to
respond to their request.

C. Procedures for agencies

The results of all these discussions are the following principles
for operation within eastern Paktia, which all agencies are asked
to follow:

i. It is essential that the local shuras are consulted in depth
by an agency before any decision is made to work in their
area. Before implementation begins, an agreement should be
signed with this shura, laying out the scope of the project
and the responsibilities of both shura and agency. Details of
what should be covered by such an agreement were agreed by the
Coordination Group in the Checklist of points for inclusion in
NGO -shura contracts. (Reference: File 4 under Guidelines; see
Appendix B.)
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ii. It is also essential that agencies make a courtesy call to the
Security Shure when they first visit the area and inform them
of their general intentions. When an agreement has been
reached with the local shura, a project outline should be
submitted to the Security Shura. An agency should keep the
Security Shura informed about its visits to the area. If
agencies comply with these requests, the Security Shura will
do all they can to guarantee their security in eastern Paktia.

iii. Copies of technical documents should be submitted to the
Security Shura for both current and future reference and use.

iv. If the Security Shura informs an agency of a query or
complaint it has concerning the agency's work, the agency
should investigate immediately and provide a full response to
the Security Shura. If possible, they should invite another
agency working in the same sector to assist with the
investigation.

D. Political /administrative issues to be considered by agencies

i. During the last three months, there have been two instances of
the Security Shura refusing to endorse a tribal shura's
decision relating to an agency's project proposal. This has
thrown some doubt on the previously stated policy of the
Security Shura that the local shuras would be the rain focus
for agreement on local projects, and has highlighted their
desire for greater influence.

Information received in April suggests that the party
representatives in the Security Shura are trying to avoid such
situations by increasing their influence in the tribal shuras.
One proposal being considered by the parties is to ensure that
each tribal shura includes one or more commander who would be
of the same tribe but personally appointed by the parties. It
is felt, apparently, that this would ensure that
party /Security Shura views are represented in tribal shura
discussions with agencies and that therefore their decisions
would be more acceptable to the Security Shura, thus reducing
the current tendency for disagreement between the parties and
the tribals.

The Coordination Group's policy to date has been to encourage
tribal shuras to defend their own decisions and to ask their
representatives to speak out on their behalf. This may have
been rather too simple a reaction, given the complexity of
Afghan tribal -party interlinking. In the end, the
Coordination Group must leave the methods of decision -making
up to the local authorities. If certain decisions are
unacceptable to an agency, the agency may always withdraw from
the area.



ii. The Koochi shura is based in Alisher; when the first
delegation met with this shura in November 1991, there were
sixteen members representing Tor Oba, Khuramai, Chergoti and
Ghundai. The chairman was Alam Gul, also a member of the
original Security Shura. Their representation on the central
administrative body was therefore strong and their needs have
often been presented to the Coordination Group by the Security
Shura as meriting particular attention.

The Koochis are now giving rise to some resentment in the area
as they abandon to a considerable extent their traditional
nomadic way of life, settle on government lands and demand
equal access to scarce local resources. Cultivation of
government land was forbidden in pre -war times; if this law is
revived, it will cause further conflict in the area.

iii. Haqani still appears to be the most dominant political
influence in Khost and eastern Paktia, with a strong presence
on the Security Shura.

iv. Reports received in mid June suggest that most of the main
political figures and Security Shura members from Khost are
currently in Kabul.
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V MINES

A. Presence of mines and the work of Operation Salem demining
operations

Throughout the period of the taskforce, the people of eastern
Paktia have stressed that mine clearance is their highest priority.
According to information accumulated by Operation Salam through the
local people and through militiamen working previously with the
Kabul regime, about 300,000 anti personnel mines have been placed
in the security belt around Khost. About 200,000 anti personnel
mines are presumed to exist in other parts of eastern Paktia,
making a total of about 0.5m mines.

During the early days in 1991 when the district first came under
mujahideen control, the level of mines incidents /accidents was very
high: approximately 10 to 20 per month resulting in injury or
death. However, now that the mined areas have been determined by
the UN surveying and demining operations, the number of incidents
has dropped dramatically to 1 or 2 per month.

The two UN agencies working in this area are MCPA (Mine Clearance
Planning Agency) for surveying and ATC (Afghan Technical
Consultants) for mechanical and manual demining. The following
tables give details of MCPA and ATC work as at 15 June 1992.

MCPA has surveyed the
Nader Shah Kot
Tani
Mandozai
Khost city
Gurbuz

following areas:
235,202 sq metres
265,392 sq metres

1,410,996 sq metres
710,567 sq metres
292,468 sq metres

ATC has cleared the following areas of land:
sq metres
sq metres
sq metres
sq metres

agricultural land 198,554
grazing land 43,148
roads 442,182
village area 1,025

ATC has dealt with the following numbers of mines:
anti tank mines 36
anti personnel mines 678
unexploded ordnance 260
fragments 519,622

in 1991
in 1991/2
in 1991/2
in 1991/2
in 1991/2

In eastern Paktia the following types of mines have been found:
anti personnel: PMN (Type 72), POM Z, PMN 2, booby traps
antitank mines: TC 6, Mk 7, Mk2

Two mechanical demining machines - 'flails' - are currently in
operation in Gurbuz. These machines will remain in eastern Paktia
for the foreseeable future.
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From mid June 1992, Operation Salam is reducing its demining
presence in the area almost completely because of the heat and
because of urgent needs in Nangarhar and Gardez. Eastern Paktia is
considered to be an ideal area to work in during the autumn, winter
and spring when demining cannot be carried out at higher altitudes
elsewhere; the demining operations will return in force to eastern
Paktia later this year.

The Eastern Paktia Coordinatin Group would like to reiterate its
thanks to Operation Salam for the prompt attention paid to agency
requests for assistance and for the work of the different demining
operations. The contribution of those deminers who have died in
eastern Paktia during the last year is also remembered.

B. Procedures for agencies visiting the area

Agency staff visiting eastern Paktia should exercise extreme
caution. The following procedures are advised:

1. Contact Operation Salam
latest information on
areas, cleared areas,
copies of maps showing
information with you.

before leaving in order to obtain the
minefield locations: i.e. surveyed
new information received. Ask for
surveyed minefields. Take all the

2. Attend a mines awareness course and /or study a mines awareness
publication such as the Pashtu booklet produced by OMA
(Organisation for Mines Awareness) or Mines in Afghanistan :
a guide to safety for field workers by Rae McGrath of the
Mines Advisory Group (both available at the ACBAR Resource and
Information Centre - ARIC).

3. Make sure your vehicle is properly equipped with a first aid
kit. Before you go, check the location of clinics, first aid
posts, etc, in the area which you plan to visit.

4. Take local advice and use local guides. Keep to roads and
tracks that are known to be safe. Never drive off the road to
turn or overtake. Do not drive after dark when you will not
be able to see mine markers.

When you return, please send any new information about mines to the
Operation Salam Demining Office immediately. If possible, mark
mine locations on the maps you carry with you. This is very
important, for the safety of other agency staff and of all local
people.

If the presence of mines is delaying or preventing implementation
of projects by your agency, send detailed information to the
Demining Office and they will prioritise your request accordingly.

If you have any information or queries, contact Andre Millorit at:
Operation Salam Demining Office
33 H -2, Phase 2, Hayatabad, Peshawar
Tel: 812599 or 810803
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VI STATUS OF PROJECTS BY SECTOR

i. Priorities for implementation

During the first delegation to eastern Paktia in November 1991, the
local people and shuras agreed that the three main priorities for
work should be demining, irrigation (with agriculture) and
shelter /construction.

These priorities were accepted by the agencies. Those agencies not
working in these sectors were still, of course, encouraged to
proceed with plans for work outside these priority sectors.

Demininq

The Operation Salam demining operations rapidly moved survey teams
into the area and then demining teams, giving high priority to the
area. As it was winter, they were able to bring in teams from
other, higher altitude provinces to concentrate during the winter
and spring on demining in the milder climate of eastern Paktia.
However, surveying and demining take a long time and inevitably
demand is greater than supply (see Section V). Three mines
awareness training sessions have been held in recent months for
agency staff who regularly travel into the area.

Irrigation

Details of irrigation projects are not given in this section. This
is because the information is far too detailed and complex to put
into a simple chart or list format. Any agency planning to do
irrigation work should first contact FAO and obtain a copy of their
eastern Paktia irrigation database which lists all irrigation
projects in the area, including exact loction, nature of work,
status, donor, etc. New information on irrigation work should
always be copied to FAO to be entered in the database.

This is the largest sector by number of NGOs, with some 20 NGOs
currently involved (although not all have confirmed funding for
their proposals yet). FAO is accepted as playing a lead role in
this sector, reflected in their maintenance of the project
database.

The NGOs involved are: APA, APWO, ARDP, ARF, ARO, ARR, ARS, CARE,
DACAAR, GAC, HCI, IRC, JCE, RAFA, RDM, SAG, START, TPRPA, VITA and
WROR.

Construction /shelter

There are 6 NGOs currently implementing construction work in
eastern Paktia; another 11 NGOs have proposals pending. Probably
the most important at this stage are the concrete beam production
centres set up to respond to families' need for shelter. There are
currently six production centres, with three others proposed.
Section VI B. c) gives details on output.
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After a series of sectoral meetings in February, it was concluded
that additional attention would probably need to be paid in the
future to construction, health and education, although it was
agreed that education was unlikely to receive any significant
increase in funding support. In the last few months, there has
also been an added emphasis by shuras on the need for more
assistance with drinking water supplies.

ii. The role of implementing agencies

When the Eastern Paktia Coordination Group started in October 1991,
there were about five agencies already working there. There are
now 60 agencies involved in the area, i.e. either already
implementing work or with proposals pending. A list of all
implementing agencies is given in Appendix A.

A recently approved UNDP- funded road repair project has suddenly
increased the number of agencies in the list from 47 to 60 as many
NGOs not previously known to the Coordination Group are to be
funded; several have come from doing similar work in other
provinces with UNDP. (More details in Section VI F.)

The following table shows how many NGOs are working in the
different sectors, either with ongoing/approved projects or with
proposals only.

Sector Agencies with Agencies with Total
ongoing /approved proposals only, number of
projects agencies

Agriculture 10 9 19

Construction 6 11 17

Drinking water 5 3 8

Education/
Income Gen'n 6 6 12

Health 13 2 15

Irrigation n/a n/a 20

Road construction 4 20* 24*

Veterinary/
livestock 2 5 7

* See Section VI F. for explanation of this situation.
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Note on CARE International's programme

One agency not wholly covered by the following sectoral sections is
CARE International. This is because their proposed integrated
programmes of rural works do not easily fit into simplified tables.

In summary, in June 1992 they submitted to WFP three proposals for
small -scale, labour- intensive food /cash for work programmes to
include rural works such as: irrigation systems, tertiary roads,
water powered flour mills, village -level storehouses, repair of
farm terraces, reforestation, soil reclamation and house
construction.

These proposals, due to start on 1 July and continue for one year,
are for:
a) 3,300 families /26,000 inhabitants in Sabari and Bak
b) 3,300 families /26,000 inhabitants in Alisher
c) 3,300 families /26,000 inhabitants in Khost, Gurbuz and Tani

17



A. AGRICULTURE

There are currently 10 agencies with ongoing or approved
agricultural projects in eastern Paktia; an additional 9 agencies
have proposals pending.

a) Summary of projects by district

The following two tables summarise which agencies are implementing
or proposing projects by district.

Additional to these tables are a few projects such as crop
protection (DACAAR), agrochemicals (START), farm traction (START)
and government garden rehabilitation (ARR and APA). Of these, only
DACAAR's crop protection work is ongoing; the other projects are
still awaiting approval.

With reference to donors, it should be noted that UNDP has just set
up an 'umbrella' programme for the distribution of improved
maize /fertiliser in eastern Paktia. While UNDP and FAO will remain
the official donors, supervision of the NGOs receiving such seed to
distribute will be done by SCF -US. Currently, these NGOs are
START, JCE, AHSAO, APA and ARR.

Key: HELP = completed SCA = ongoing /approved aaa = proposed

Table A: seed inputs

SUBDISTRICT

ALISHER

BAK

GURBUZ

JAJI MAIDAN

KHOST

MANDOZAI /ISMAIL.

NADER SHAH KOT

TANI

YAQUBI /SABARI

SEED /FERT
DISTRIBUTION

HELP, SCA, aaa,

SEED
MULTIPLICN

SUGAR
CANE

VEG
;SEEDS

START
arda, sag, tprpa

SCA, arr arr

arr, APA arr

ARR, SCA

ARS /ars,JCE,SCA, SCA JCE
START, JCE, wrc,
AHSAO, aro, gac

DACAAR/DACAAR DACAAR DACAAR

SCA, apa

SCA, ahsao SCA

SCA SCA
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Table B: trees and experimental farms

SUBDISTRICT

ALISHER

BAK

GURBUZ

JAJI MAIDAN

KHOST

MANDOZAI /ISMAIL.

NADER SHAH KOT

TANI

YAQUBI /SABARI

TREE
DISTRIBUTION

TREE
NURSERY

EXPERIMENTAL/
MODEL FARM

arr, arf

arr

SCA
A

ARS, SCA IRC

DACAAR DACAAR DACAAR

AHSAO

IRC

b) Details of agency projects

This section gives more detail about each agency's projects. The
first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects; the second shows those with proposals
still pending.

0 : ongoing A : approved P : proposed

i. Agencies with ongoing or approved projects

C : completed

Status/District Villages Activity

AHSAO

Donor

Tani Dargai /Senagai /Narazai /Terkhel /Worzele (239
seed & fert distn : 5mt Pak81

farmers)
O - FAO /UNDP

Khost maize seed & fert distn A - FAO/UNDP
Tani tree nursery P - FAO /UNDP

APA
Khost Khost govt garden rehab P - WFP
Gurbuz Zanikhel maize seed distn A - FAO /UNDP
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District

ARR
Jaji M
Bak
Gurbuz
Bak
Gurbuz
Alisher
Bak
Bak
Alisher
Khost

ARS
Khost
Khost

Villages Activity Status/
Donor

seed /fert distn A - FAO
6 villages seed /fert distn: 9mt P - FAO

seed /fert distn: pmt P - FAO
seed multiplication P - FAO
seed multiplication P - FAO
tree nursery P - FAO

Bak centre tree nursery P - FAO
tree distribution P - FAO
govt garden rehabn P - WFP

Khost vegetable farm P -

Wuch Lakan tree distribution (6,000) C - FAO
Wuch Lakan maize seed /fert distn P - FAO

DACAAR
Mand/Ism
Mand/Ism

Mand/Ism
Mand/Ism
Mand/Ism
Mand/Ism
Mand/Ism
Mand/Ism Haiderkhel

tree distribution (14,000)
80 MT improved wheat seed and
120 MT fertiliser

maize /rice seed & fert distn
seed multiplication
tree nursery
vegetable seeds distn
crop protection
1 experimental farm (3 jerib)

C - FAO /self

FAO /self
FAO /self
FAO /self
self
self /FAO
self
self

HELP
Alisher

IRC
Khost

Yaqubi

Khost

Yaqubi

wheat seed distn (50mt) C - self

Norzai (Shamal)Model /training farm O - USAID/
(trees /vegetables) FAO

Lewankhel Model /training farm O - USAID/

Norzai
(trees /vegetables)
seed multiplication (on model

FAO

Lewankhel
farm and with farmers)

seed multiplication (on model
O - SV /FAO

farm and with farmers) O - SV /FAO

JCE
Khost

Khost
Khost

Wuch & Lund Lakan /Shamal /Kundy /Maton (5omt to 83 farmers)
sugar cane O - FAO /UNDP

Lund Lakan wheat seed /fert distn O - FAO /UNDP
Lund Lakan corn & rice seed & fert distn A - FAO /UNDP
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District Villages Activity Status /Donor

SCA
Gurbuz fruit tree distn (c 2,000) C - FAO
Khost Maton fruit tree distribution (4,00) C - FAO

Kundy fruit tree distribution (4,000) C - FAO
Alisher seed & fert distn : 15.8mt PS- 85/31.6mt fert O - self
Bak
Jaji Maidan

n

n
" " "
It n n

O -
O -

self
self

Khost 11 It tt O - self
NSK n It 11 It O - self
Tani n n u n O - self
Yaqubi seed & fert distn O - self
Khost seed multiplication O - self
Tani seed multiplication O - self
Yaqubi seed multiplication O - self

START
Alisher veg. seed multiplication O - FAO
Khost Maton maize /rice seed & fert distn A - FAO
Alisher agrochemicals P - FAO

farm traction P - ARCON

ii. Agencies with proposals only

Agency District Villages Activity Donor

AAA Alisher seed & fert distn

ARDA Alisher Qadam /Sabak seed & fert distn

ARF Alisher tree nursery

ARO Khost
Khost

seed & fert distn
sericulture UNDP

GAC Khost maize seed & fert distn UNDP

SAG Alisher Tor Oba/
Haroonkhel maize seed & fert distn FAO

TPRPA Alisher maize seed & fert distn FAO

WRC Khost seed & fert distn FAO
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B. CONSTRUCTION

There are currently 6 agencies implementing construction projects
in eastern Paktia; an additional 11 agencies have proposals
pending.

a) Summary of project e by district

The following table summarises which agencies are implementing or
proposing projects by district.

More information on concrete beam production (outputs, costs, etc)
are given at the end of this section on construction.

Key: ARCON = completed

SUBDISTRICT

ALISHER

BAK

GURBUZ

JAJI MAIDAN

KHOST

MANDOZAI/
ISMAILKHEL

NADER SHAH K

TANI

YAQUBI/SABARI

APWO = ongoing /approved dacaar = proposed

BEAM SCHOOL MOSQUE WARE- OTHER
PROD'N HOUSE

SNI care, arf,
arr, jce

arf, jce care,
arr

sag, arr

arr arr care apwo

APWO APWO, arf apwo

NRC, aro apwo, ARCON apwo,
ARCON,
ISRA

apwo,
aro, gtz
tprpa

DACAAR DACAAR DACAAR

hcì

esar ARCON, arr ARCON ARCON

DACAAR DACAAR care dacaar,
gtz
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b) Details of agency projects

These lists give more detail about each agency's projects. The
first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects; the second shows those with proposals
still pending.

O : ongoing A : approved P : proposed C : completed

i. Agencies with ongoing or approved projects

District Villages

AFWO
Jaji M
Jaji M
Bak
Khost

Jaji M
Jaji M
Bak
Khost

Activity Status /Donor

1 mosque O - self
i health clinic /1 school P - WFP
1 health clinic P - WFP
3 schools /tv centre /wkshop /mosques P - WFP

ARCON
Khost
Khost
Tani
Tani
Tani
Tani

Naka
5 villages

Borikhail
Marmandi
Gorboz

1 secondary school
5 mosques (1 in each)
3 dams
1 mosque
1 madrassa
2 mills

C - self
O - self
O - self
O - self
O - self
O - self

DACAAR
Mand/Ism

Yaqubi
Mand/Ism

Yaqubi
Mand/Ism
Yaqubi

Mattakhan/
Haiderkhel

Yaqubi/Tangi
Haiderkhel/
Mattakhan
Yaqubi

2 concrete beam prodn centres
2 concrete beam prodn centres

2 schools
1 school
provision of millstones
provision of millstones

O -.self
O - self

O - self
O - self
P - self
P - self

ISRA
Khost Gadyer /Wazah/

Monzani 3 mosques (1 in each) O - self

NRC
Khost concrete beam prodn centre

(for training purposes)
O - self

SNI
Alisher Alisher concrete beam prodn centre O - self /WFP



ii. Agencies with proposals only

Agency District Villages Activity Donor

ARF Alisher i school
Alisher Qadam/TorOba/

Haroonkhel/
Alisher mosques

Jaji M 2 schools

ARO Khost Godakhera concrete beam prodn
Khost 1 brick kiln UNDP/

WFP

AR?, Alisher i middle school WFP
Alisher i warehouse WFP
Bak 1 school UNDP
Bak 1 mosque UNDP
Tani 1 school WFP
Alisher i brick kiln WFP

CARE Alisher 2 schools self
Alisher 1 warehouse (50 MT) self
Bak i warehouse (50 MT) self
Yaqubi 1 warehouse (50 MT) self

ESAR Tani concrete beam prodn

GTZ/DESP Yaqubi vet clinic for IRC
Khost Shamal vet clinic for IRC

HC1 NSK concrete beam prodn

JCE Alisher Alisher
Alisher Alisher

i primary school
i mosque

SAG Alisher Gorgoro/Gobarai/Hussainkhel/Shabroze
repairing of 10 watermills UNDP

TPRPA Khost Khost power station
Khost 2 mills
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c) Concrete beam pct'n

Gui,.-iines for all aganaias

A considerable amount of f.D.r1.-.was (.7=e by the construction subgroup
to draw U) guidelines on technical and financial issues relating to
concrete beam production- Details are given on beam design,
length, mounting and ping: information is also given on
earthquake resistance and beam distribution. policy.

These guidelines should "Pe studied and read by all agencies
proposing to implement similar projects; any significant deviation
fra:71. these norms may cause considerable conflict in the area. The
u_0_ lines are available for consultation and/or photocopying from
the Eastern Paktia Coordination Group files at ACBAR (Programme
Office); see the section on Construction in File 4. Details of
each agency's policies, bean specifications, prices, etc, are also
given in this same file.

ii. Current output in eastern Paktia

DACAAR:
Production capacity: 50 bear,r; a 6ay in each of their 4 production
sites. Produced a total of 15,000 beams by end of May 1992
(ecTuivalent of around 1,000 families/houses) . Provide 16 beams per
house.

SNI:
Production capacity: 100 beams a day. Plan to produce 15,000 beams
in one year (for 2,500 families/houses). Provide 6 beams per
house.

NRC:
Production capacity: 10 beams a day in :1-e3r training centre. Plan
to enable 30 families to rebuild their hones in 1992. Provide 6
beams per house.

iii. Current prices for beams

DACAAR and SNI currently susidise tho co t of thlair beams by about
80%. IL is agreed by all agsnciez that the subsidy ::1-1.ould
gradually decrease and finaily ceas; agreement should be reached

.

each year as to the subsidv to be given.

Cost 1°3:ice E-:al a a.*,a No. of Lcrigth
of beam/house of ban/ho beans per of beam

- Rs Rs house

CAC?'? R 246 / 3,936 31.25 / 500 15 4.00m

SNI co4 / 2,400 1.u, / 600 k 4.88m

NRC 550 / 3,9C0 6D / 390 4 4.50m



C. DRINKING WATER SUPPLIES

There are currently 5 agencies with ongoing or approved
construction projects in eastern Paktia; an additional 3 agencies
have proposals pending.

a) Summary of projects by district

The following table summarises which agencies are implementing or
proposing projects by district.

Key: DACAAR = ongoing /approved

SUBDISTRICT

ALISHER

BAK

GURBUZ

JAJI MAIDAN

KHOST

MANDOZAI/
ISMAILKHEL

NADER SHAH KOT

TANI

YAQUBI/SABARI

apwo = proposed

WELL WELL OTHER
IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION

apwo

IRC

ARCON, DACAAR, aro SCA

DACAAR dacaar

aria VITA

DACAAR

b) Details of agency projects

The following lists give more detail about each agency's projects.
The first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects; the second shows those with proposals
still pending.

O : ongoing A : approved
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i. Agencies with ongoing or approved projects

District Villages

ARCON
Khost

Activity

repairing 4 tubewells and
1 shallow well

Status/
Donor

O - self

DACAAR
Mand/Ism

Mand/Ism

Yaqubi

Khost

all villages in eastern part
improving shallow wells/
installing handpumps

all villages in western part where feasible
installing tubewells with
pipeschemes & standposts

all villages improving 100 shallow wells/
installing 60 handpumps

Matun - all villages except Khost town
improving shallow wells and
installing handpumps

O - self

P - self

O - self

O - self

IRC
Gurbuz Borikhel installation of clean water

supply system O - SV

SCA
Khost Lakan 1 well installation O - UNICEF

VITA
Tani Sperkay improving /reconstructing

Sperkay spring A - AID

ii. Agencies with proposals only

Agency

APWO

District Villages Activity

`Bak 2 villages siphon construction

ARIA

ARO

Tani improvement of supplies

Khost Shamal well improvement

Donor

UNDP

UNDP

UNDP
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D. EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING /INCOME GENERATION

There are currently 6 agencies with ongoing or approved educational
and /or vocational training /income generation projects in eastern
Paktia; an additional 5 agencies have proposals pending (6
including Commander Hagani's proposal).

a) Summary of projects by district

The following table summarises which agencies are implementing or
proposing projects by district.

Please note that as most of these projects are school rebuilding
projects, they are also listed under Construction (see VI B.).

Key: ARCON = completed APWO = ongoing /approved arf = proposed

SUBDISTRICT

ALISHER

BAK

GURBUZ

JAJI MAIDAN

KHOST

MANDOZAI/
ISMAILKHEL

NADER SHAH KOT

TANI

XAQUBI/SABARI

RUNNING REBUILDING RUNNING TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS SCHOOLS TRAINING CENTRE

care, arf, arr

arr

UNO apwo, arf

MA-UK ARCON, apwo GTZ/A.G.TTP, NRC

hagani DACAAR

MA-UK, UNO ARCON, arr

DACAAR
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b) Details of agency projects

These lists give more detail about each agency's projects. The
first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects; the second shows those with proposals
still pending.

O : ongoing A : approved

i. Agencies with

District Villages

ARCON
Khost Naka

P : proposed C : completed

ongoing or approved projects

Activity Status/
Donor

Rebuilding 1 secondary school C - self

DACAAR
Mand /Ism Haiderkhel/

Mattakhan Rebuilding 2 schools
Yaqubi Yaqubi Rebuilding 1 school

O - self
O - self

GTZ /AFGHAN GERMAN TTP
Khost Running i tech training centre

(80 people for 4 months in
masonry /carpentry)

A - self

MA-UK
Khost

Tani

Domanda/
Zanikhel

Sor Kot
Running 2 schools
Running i school

O - self
O - self

NRC
Khost Running 1 tech training centre O - self

(50 people for 4 months in
shoe -making /tailoring /masonry/
carpentry /tin- smithry)

UNO
Jaji M Rokyan/

Sheikhan Running 2 schools
Tani Fakhri / Shankai /Toorkhel /Bandakhel/Sperkai

Running 5 schools

O - AID

O - AID
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ii. Agencies with proposals only

Agency District Villages Activity Donor

APWO Khost Rebuilding 3 schools and
1 mech workshop

Jaji M Jaji Maidan Rebuilding 1 school WFP

ARF Alisher Alisher Rebuilding 1 school
Jaji M Rebuilding 2 schools

ARR Alisher Rebuilding 1 school
Bak Rebuilding i school
Tani Rebuilding 1 school

CARE Alisher Rebuilding 2 schools self

HAQANI Mand /Ism Haiderkhel Running 1 school

RDM Tani Rebuilding i madrassa
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E. HEALTH

There are currently 13 agencies with ongoing or approved health
- projects in eastern Paktia; an additional 2 agencies have proposals

pending.

a) Summary of protects by district

The following table summarises which agencies are implementing or
proposing projects by district.

HW = health worker

Key: IRC = completed GAC = ongoing /approved ahsao = proposed

SUBDISTRICT HOSPITAL CLINIC HEALTH HWs VACCIN-
POST ATION

ALISHER darus s. MSH ' MSH IRC

BAK SCA SCA IRC

GURBUZ arcon MSH IRC

JAJI MAIDAN MSH MSH

KHOST GAC, IIRO HCPP, IMC,
MOPH, SCA

MSH,
SCA

AHSAO,
IRC

MANDOZAI/
ISMAILKHEL

HCPP,
ISRA

MSH,
SCA

IRC

NADER SHAH KOT SCA MSH MSH,
SCA

AVICEN,
IRC

TANI ahsao,
iiro, SCA

iiro,
MSH

MSH IRC

YAQUBI/SABARI IRC

Projects not included in above table:

1. Afghanaid runs an ambulance service, based in Khost.
2. ATC runs a mobile first aid service (with 4 nurses) in Nader

Shah Kot, for deminers and local people.
3. IHSAN runs an orthopedic workshop in Khost city.
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b) Details of agency projects

These lists give more detail about each agency's projects. The
first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects; the second shows those with proposals
still pending.

O : ongoing A : approved P : proposed C : completed

i. Agencies with ongoing or approved projects

District Villages Activity Status/
Donor

AFGHANAID
Khost ambulance service O - self

AHSAO
Khost 113 villages vaccination : 6 vaccinators O - UNICEF
Tani clinic P -

ATC
NSK mobile 1st aid (4 nurses) for

deminers and local people O - UNOCA

AVICEN
NSK vaccination: 6,647 people O - self

GAC
Khost Khost bazaar hospital : 12 beds /1 MD /3 mid-

level health workers /OT /lab
(under prepn); 90 pts OPD p /day O - self

HCPP
Mand/Ism Hassan Mohd
Khost Khost

clinic (basic health centre)
MCH clinic

O - MSH
A - MSH

IHSAN
Khost Khost city orthopedic workshop 4 tech/

40 limbs per month A - ARCON
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District Villages Activity

IIRO
Khost

Tani
Tani

Khost

Tani
Mouton

hospital : 40 bed /25hw /int.med/
OPD /OT /orthop /surg /x- ray /lab/
dentistry /TB control /vaccin'n

basic clinic
first aid post
vaccination

Status/
Donor

O - self
O - self
O - self
O -

IMC
Khost Chakri basic clinic : 2 mid -level hws/

1 lab tech /OPD /lab O - AID

IRC
Alisher
Bak
Gurbuz
Khost
Mand /Ism
NSK
Tani
Yaqubi

vaccination
vaccination : 673child /2,156wom
vaccination
vaccination
vaccination
vaccination : 1,136c / 1,899w
vaccination : 3,801c / 5,379w
vaccination

O - UNICEF
C - UNICEF
O - UNICEF
O - UNICEF
O - UNICEF
C - UNICEF
C - UNICEF
O - UNICEF

ISRA
Mand/Ism Haiderkhel comp. clinic : 1 MD /1 assist/

1 lab tech /helpers O - self

MOPH
Khost Ayubkhel clinic (basic health centre)

1 nurse/1 med tech /1 lab tech
assist /lab

O - MSH

MSH
Alisher
Gurbuz

Jaji M
Jaji M

Khost

Mand/Ism
NSK

Tani
Tani

Alisher health post/1 bhw O - AID
Barai (4) /Lalizah /Zawara /Jawar /Gurbuz

8 basic health workers /health post 0 - AID
Jaji M health post
Jaji M /Daira Mela /Shawaia (2)

4 bhws O - AID
'Khost /Bari Chakarai (2) /Lakan Tar, Mani (2)

6 basic health workers O - AID
2 basic health workers O - AID

Polici/
Shambawat

Dabar

2 basic health workers /health post O - AID
7 basic health workers O - AID
health post O - AID
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District Villages Activity Status/
Donor

SCA
Khost Sarkikhel comp. clinic: i MD/1 nurse /1 lab

tech /OPD /dental O - self
Khost Lakan Tar basic clinic: 4 mid -level hws/

i dental /1 lab tech /OPD /lab/
dental O - self

Tani Surkot clinic O - self
Bak Qaisan comp. clinic: 3 bhws /1 nurse/

1 lab tech /OPD /x- ray /lab O - self
Mand /Ism 3 basic health workers O - self
NSK NSK basic clinic: 1 bhw O - self

ii. Agencies with proposals only

Agency District Villages Activity Donor

ARCON Gurbuz clinic self

DARUS S Alisher Alisher i clinic
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F. ROAD CONSTRUCTION

There are currently 4 agencies with ongoing or approved road
construction projects in eastern Paktia; an additional 6 agencies
have proposals pending.

Details of agency projects

These lists give more detail about each agency's projects. The
first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects. The second shows those with
proposals still pending. The third section gives details about the
recently approved UNDP- funded work by different NGOs on the
Domanda -Khost road.

Road projects marked with an asterisk* and letter (e.g. *A) are
marked on the accompanying map.

O : ongoing A : approved P : proposed C : completed

i. Agencies with ongoing or approved proiects

Road description From - to Status/
Donor

ACLU
Miranshah to Khost road *A Galamkhan Kalay in Gurbuz

to Khost town O - AID

CARE
Bukhan road in Alisher
2km: 2 culverts plus
up- grading /ditching

off main Kherdand road

Zanikhel road in Nader Shah Kot
8 km

O - self

O - self

DACAAR
Secondary road in Mand /Ism *B Kapari in NSK (by asphalt
15km road) to Dodwal in Mand /Ism

(back to join asphalt road) C - self

Tangi -Zadran road *C from asphalt road in NSK
through Speyra to the pass
at Dwamanda Sat O - self
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START
Khost to Alisher road *D
10km

Khost centre to Alisher
O - NRC

ii. Agencies with proposals only

Road description

APWO
town roads in Jaji Maidan
town roads in Khost

From - to Donor

within Jaji M centre
within Khost centre

ARF
Alisher

ARR
Pakistan border to Alisher
15km

APA
NSK road (preliminary survey already done by ESAR)

HCI & ACLU
asphalt road *E Khost towards Gardez

SAG
Khost to Tor Oba (Alisher) *F Khost centre - Tor Oba
24.5km, 24 culverts

WFP

iii. UNDP road construction project : Domanda -ghost secondary feeder
repair *G

In early June, UNDP received approval for its road construction project
in eastern Paktia. This is for 25km of the Domanda-Khost road (leading
to Musakhel). The work has been divided into sections (with structural
work separate from road repair work) and is being allocated to 22
different NGOs. One reason behind this policy is to develop the skills
and experience of as many suitable NGOs as possible.

The following NGOs have been listed and all but one or two will be
funded: ADP, APA, APWO, ARF, ARIANA, ARO, ARR, BRAA, BRR, CCA, CDU, CRR,
ESAR, KAG, KRG, RDA, RDM, RDW, SAE, SRC, START, TPRPA and WROR.
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G. VETERINARY /LIVESTOCK

There are currently 2 agencies with ongoing or approved
veterinary /livestock projects in eastern Paktia; an additional 5
agencies have proposals pending.

a) Summary of projects by district

The following table summarises which agencies are implementing or
proposing projects by district.

Key: GAF = ongoing /approved arr = proposed

SUBDISTRICT BVU MOBILE VET POULTRY BEES
VACCIN'N WORKERS

ALISHER IRC arf, arr,
start

arr

BAK GAF apwo,
arr

arr

GURBUZ

JAJI MAIDAN

KHOST GAF GAF GAF IRC, arr irc,
arr

MANDOZAI/
ISMAILKHEL

NADER SHAH K craa

TANI GAF GAF GAF

YAQUBI/
SABARI

IRC IRC irc

b) Details of agency projects

The following lists give more detail about each agency's projects.
The first alphabetical list of agencies shows those with completed,
ongoing or approved projects; the second shows those with proposals
still pending.

O : ongoing A : approved P : proposed
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i. Agencies with ongoing or approved projects

District Villages Activity Status/
Donor

GAF
Khost Khost twon BVU : 1 assist DVM /2 paravets O - UNDP
Tani Torkhel BVU O - UNDP
Bak BVU A - UNDP
Khost mobile vaccination team O - UNDP
Tani mobile vaccination team O - UNDP
Khost 2 basic vet workers O - UNDP
Tani 2 basic vet workers O - UNDP

IRC
Alisher BVU O - UNDP
Yaqubi BVU O - UNDP
Khost Norzai (Shamal)poultry (on training farm) A - self
Yaqubi Lewankhel poultry (on training farm) A - self
Khost Norzai (Shamal)honey bees P - USAID
Yaqubi Lewankhel honey bees 'P - USAID

ii. Agencies with proposals only

Agency District Villages Activity Donor

APWO Bak poultry distribution UNDP

ARF Alisher poultry distribution UNDP

ARR Alisher poultry distribution UNDP
Bak poultry distribution UNDP
Khost poultry distribution UNDP
Alisher honey bees
Bak honey bees
Khost honey bees

CRAA Nader Shah Kot BVU

START Alisher poultry distribution
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MA -UK
MCPA
MSH
NRC /NPO
RAFA
*RDA
RDM
*RDW
*SAE
SCA
SAG
*SRC
SNI
START
TPRPA

UNO
VITA
WRC
WROR

Muslim Aid UK
Mines Clearance Planning Agency
Management Sciences for Health
Norwegian Refugee Council - Project Office
Reconstruction Authority For Afghanistan
Reconstruction Development Agency
Rural Development of Maihan
Reconstruction and Development for Wardak province
Islamic Association of Afghan Architects and Engineers
Swedish Committee for Afghanistan
Solidarites Afghanistan
Shashpul Reconstruction Committee
Shelter Now International
Short Term Assistance for Rehabilitation Team
Telecommunications & Power Reconstruction Programme for
Afghanistan
University of Nebraska at Omaha
Volunteers In Technical Assistance
Welfare and Relief Committee
Welfare and Relief Organisation for Reconstruction

FUNDING AGENCIES

ARCON
FAO
NAC
UNDP /OPS
UNICEF
USAID
SV
WFP

Afghan Reconstruction Consultants
Food and Agriculture Organisation
Norwegian Afghanistan Committee
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Children's Fund
United States Agency for International Development
Stichtung Vluchteling
World Food Programme
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APPENDIX B

References

f.

The
ACBAR's
numbered

File

Piles

Eastern Paktia Coordination Group are with
They are all labelled 'KHOST', are

the following:

Contents

6 files of the
Programme Office.
and contain

Name
no.

1 EPCG admin Correspondence, minutes of main and donor
meetings, list of resources, information on
funding of taskforce progress reports to UNDP,
general administration.

2 Shuras Requests from shuras, correspondence with
Security Shura, copies of NGO -shura contracts.

3 Agency Information from NGOs about projects (in
activities alphabetical order by NGO).

4 Guidelines Sectoral and cross -sectoral guidelines in
English and Farsi, minutes of sectoral
subgroup meetings.

5 Delegations Delegation reports, agency visit reports,
February work plan, wage guidelines,
monitoring discussion.

6 Funding NGO proposals, donor correspondence, copies of
NOCs.

In the ACBAR Resource and Information Centre (ARIC) library, there
is a collection of files containing data and maps from the pre -war
German Paktia project, gathered and collated by Bernt Glatzer of
DACAAR. File 1 above (under section resources) contains a summary
of what is contained in these other files.

ii. Reports on coordination and the Eastern Paktia Coordination
Group plus general report on repatriation/rehabilitation in
eastern Paktia

* DACAAR's initial report from eastern Paktia and proposal for
joint coordination: A Brief Profile of Khost and a Proposal
for a Joint Approach, DACAAR, September 1991. See under
Agency visit reports in File 5.

* Five progress reports by the Project Coordinator to UNDP (as
donor) from October 1991 to February 1992. See under UNDP in
File 1.
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* Assessment report of first six months of the taskforce:
Eastern Paktia Coordination : assessment report of 22 April
1992 by the Project Coordinator. See under UNDP in File 1 or
available in ARIL library.

* Minutes of all main Coordination Group meetings plus donor
meetings. See under Meetings in File 1.

* SCA's Repatriation and Rehabilitation Survey Part I, Khost
area, Paktia, May 1992 (available in ARIC library).

iii. Mines

* Survey maps and information under Demininq in File 5.

* Reports, data and maps from Operation Salam Demininq Office in
Hayatabad.

* Report by Rae McGrath of Mines Advisory Group: Mines in
Afghanistan: a guide to safety for field workers. Available
in ARIC library.

iv. Sectoral reports /guidelines

Agriculture (see under Agriculture in File 4)
* UNDP mission report. Also under Agency visit reports in File

5.
* Implementation guidelines in English and Farsi.
* Minutes of agriculture subgroup meetings.
* ACBAR Agriculture guidelines (ARIC library).

Construction (see under Construction in File 4)
* Implementation guidelines in English and Farsi.
* Technical guidelines.
* Minutes of construction subgroup meetings.

Drinking water (see 4nder Drinking water in File 4)
* Implementation guidelines in English and Farsi.
* Technical guidelines
* Minutes of drinking water subgroup meetings.

EducationJIncome Generation (see under Education in File 4)
* Implementation guidelines in English and Farsi.
* Minutes of education /income generation subgroup meetings.

Health (see under Health in File 4)
* Implementation guidelines in English and Farsi.
* Minutes of health subgroup meetings.
* See ACBAR Health guidelines (ARIC library) for agreed

technical implementation guidelines.
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Irrigation (see under Irrigation in File 4)
* Implementation guidelines in English and Farsi.
* FAO irrigation database; contact FAO for up to date copy.
* FAO mission report.
* Minutes of irigation subgroup meetings.

Road construction (see under Road construction in File 4)
* Minutes of road construction subgroup meetings.
* Contact UNDP /OPS for road building standards.

Veterinary /livestock (see under Vet /Livestock in File 4.)
* Minutes of veterinary /livestock subgroup meetings.
* See ACBAR Veterinary guidelines (ARIC library) for agreed

implementation guidelines.

v. Maps

See ARIC mapping service for maps of eastern Paktia. FAO produce
a map specifically for showing irrigation networks. DACAAR have
produced a map giving details of rivers, roads and villages.
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